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Proteting against Key Exposure:Strongly Key-Insulated Enryptionwith Optimal ThresholdMihir Bellare� Adriana PalaioyJune 26, 2002AbstratA new framework for protetion against key exposure was reently suggested by Dodiset. al. [16℄. We take its realization further towards pratie by presenting simple new shemesthat provide bene�ts over previous ones in terms of salability, performane and seurity. Our�rst ontribution is a simple, pratial, salable sheme alled SKIE-OT that ahieves the bestpossible seurity in their framework. SKIE-OT is based on the Boneh-Franklin identity-basedenryption (IBE) sheme [10℄ and exploits algebrai properties of the latter. We also show thatthe role of identity-based enryption is not oinidental by proving that IBE is equivalent to(not strongly) key-insulated enryption with optimal threshold and allowing random-aess keyupdates.Keywords: Key exposure, key update, enryption, identity-based enryption.
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1 IntrodutionIntrusion is an important threat to many real-world omputer systems that, if anything, is grow-ing: CERT reports that we are seeing an inrease in the speed, automation and sophistiation ofattaks, oupled with an inrease in the frequeny of vulnerability reports that makes it more diÆ-ult for system administrators to keep up to date with pathes [13℄. In this environment, the mostimportant threat to the seurity of publi-key enryption in pratie is exposure of the deryptionkey due to ompromise of the underlying system.A new framework for protetion against key exposure was reently suggested by Dodis et. al. [16℄.We take its realization further towards pratie by presenting simple new shemes that providebene�ts over previous ones in terms of salability, performane and seurity.Key-updating shemes and their seurity parameters. Splitting a deryption key intoshares stored on di�erent devies may make key exposure harder but also entails distributing thederyption operation (f. [19, 12℄), whih is not always pratial. A key-updating enryption sheme[16℄ ombines key splitting with key evolution ideas as used in forward-seure signatures [2, 4℄, withthe aim of obtaining some of the seurity bene�ts of splitting while leaving deryption a stand-aloneuser operation. Initialization involves providing an auxiliary helper (this ould be a smartard or aremote devie) with a master helper key hsk and the user with a stage 0 user seret key usk0. Theuser's publi enryption key pk is treated like that of an ordinary enryption sheme with regardto erti�ation, but its lifetime is divided into stages i = 1; 2; : : : ; N , with enryption in stage iperformed as a funtion of pk; i and the plaintext, and deryption in stage i performed by the userusing a stage i user seret key uski that is obtained by the following key-update proess performedat the start of stage i: �rst, the helper sends to the user, over a seure hannel, a stage i helper keyhski omputed as a funtion of hsk and i; seond, the user omputes uski as a funtion of uski�1and hski; and third, the user disards (erases) uski�1. The seurity intent is that: (1) if the helper isnot ompromised, user seret keys for more than t di�erent stages must be exposed to ompromiseiphertexts enrypted for any other stage, and (2) even if the helper is ompromised, the user seretkey of at least one stage must be exposed to ompromise a iphertext. The terminology of [16℄ isthat a sheme satisfying (1) is key insulated with threshold t while a sheme satisfying both (1) and(2) is strongly key insulated with threshold t.1Previous shemes and their salability. For any given value of the threshold parameter t,Dodis et. al. [16℄ present a strongly key-insulated enryption sheme with threshold t.2 However ithas osts proportional to t. Namely, the publi key onsists of 3t elements in a group whose disretelogarithm problem must be hard, while enryption in stage i requires t2 lg(i) group multipliations(plus a few exponentiations). We suggest that this dependene on t represents a lak of salabilityand leads to osts that ould be prohibitive in pratie. Here are some arguments to support thisview.First, the desired seurity threshold t depends on the partiulars of the appliation, inludingthe frequeny of updates and the total number of stages. These parameters may not be known inadvane to the sheme designer. Furthermore, they may hange with time as the seurity demandsof the appliation hange, in whih ase usage of a sheme suh as the above would require theappliation to ertify a new publi key for eah suh parameter hange. Seond, a realisti risk1 Both these notions an be onsidered under either hosen-plaintext or hosen-iphertext attak, but we onsideronly the latter due to the growing onsensus that this is the more appropriate in pratie [8, 38, 34, 23, 37℄. Setion 2presents formalizations of the notions of seurity in detail.2 They have numerous shemes but only one seure against hosen-iphertext attak. It is based on [15℄ and isthe one to whih we refer. 3
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assessment leads one to desire seurity with a large value of t. The reason is that one the user'ssystem is ompromised, it is likely to stay ompromised through numerous suessive stages, untilsuh time as the ompromise is disovered, the hole is pathed, the intruder is evited, and thesystem is rebooted. As an example, suppose the publi key is valid for a year and updates areperformed one per hour. If we want to give a system a day to reover from ompromise, and wewant to tolerate 10 di�erent ompromises in the year, then t must be at least 10 � 24 = 240. Thesize of the publi key in the above-mentioned sheme of [16℄ is then 3 � 240 = 720 group elements,whih is quite prohibitive.Our target. We suggest that in order to have a pratial realization of key-updating enryption,we should target a sheme that is strongly key insulated with optimal threshold. This meansthat regardless of the number of user stages that are ompromised, iphertexts intended for anyunompromised stage remain seure. (This is the ase where the helper is unompromised, meaningit replaes ondition (1) disussed above. Condition (2) stays the same as before.) This must betrue even if the total number of user stages is not known in advane and may depend on theadversary. Notie that a sheme with this property is automatially salable. There is no thresholdparameter in the piture, and sine the total number of stages is not �xed, the key sizes and theosts of enryption and deryption will not depend on the threshold or the total number of stages.With suh a design, an appliation an dynamially hange its update frequeny and yet be ableto tolerate ompromise of the maximum possible number of user stages. The next question is howto design suh a sheme.Why IBE alone is not enough. Reall that in an identity-based enryption (IBE) sheme [36℄,an entity's publi key is its identity i, and a trusted authority, holding a master key s, an issueto this entity a seret deryption key si omputed as a funtion of s and i. The seurity attributeis that enryption under the publi key of an entity remains seure even in the fae of exposure ofthe seret keys of any number of other entities. Suh IBE shemes have been designed in [10, 14℄.As noted in [16℄, any IBE sheme an be onverted into a key-insulated enryption sheme inthe following trivial way: let the master helper key be master key s of the IBE sheme, and let theuser's stage i seret key be si, whih is omputed by the helper, using s, and sent to the user, at thestart of stage i. This key-insulated sheme has optimal threshold, but as [16℄ go on to point out,it is not strongly key insulated. Indeed, if the helper is ompromised the master key s is revealed,and then the adversary an ompute the user seret key for any stage. This means there is a singlepoint of failure for the system, exatly what key splitting was supposed to avoid in the �rst plae.Although IBE does not diretly yield a strongly key-insulated sheme with optimal threshold,our results illustrate that it plays a entral (and unavoidable) role in the design of suh shemes.The SKIE-OT sheme. In Setion 3 we present a key-updating sheme alled SKIE-OT that isstrongly key insulated with optimal threshold. SKIE-OT is based on the seure against hosen-iphertext attak version of the Weil-pairing-based Boneh-Franklin [10℄ identity-based enryptionsheme (BF-IBE), and exploits the algebrai struture of the latter. Key sizes in SKIE-OT are thesame as in BF-IBE (quite short), and enryption and deryption in SKIE-OT have the same ostas in BF-IBE, meaning eah is roughly three exponentiations plus some hashing.We validate the seurity of SKIE-OT via proofs whih show that SKIE-OT is seure (meaningstrongly key insulated with optimal threshold) as long as the underlying BF-IBE sheme is seure(meaning a seure identity-based enryption sheme under hosen-iphertext attak as per thede�nition of [10℄). In partiular, sine Boneh and Franklin have shown that the BF-IBE sheme isseure in the random orale model of [5℄ under the bilinear DiÆe-Hellman (bilinear DH) assumption,the same assumptions suÆe to guarantee seurity of SKIE-OT.4
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SKIE-OT, like all the shemes in [16℄, allows \random-aess key updates." Namely, for anyi � 1 and j � 0, the user, given uskj and hski, an ompute uski in polynomial time. (In partiular,it does not need hskl for l 6= i.)We remark that our design is simple, based on appropriately ombining di�erent known teh-niques rather than introduing any fundamentally novel tehnique. (We suggest, however, thatthe problem itself is nontrivial, and that our ability to provide a simple e�etive solution at thisstage is in large part due to the availability of the powerful tools reently introdued by Boneh andFranklin [10℄.) However, for pratial purposes it is important to note the solution and provide thesupporting seurity analyses.An equivalene result and its impliations. A seond ontribution of this paper is a resultthat, although more on the theoretial side, helps shed light on the above. We have already seenthat any IBE sheme trivially yields a (not strongly) key-insulated enryption sheme with optimalthreshold. But perhaps key-insulated enryption is easier than IBE. It turns out that it is not.Theorem 4.1 says that IBE is equivalent to random-aess key update allowing, (not strongly) key-insulated enryption with optimal threshold. Not only does one exist if and only if the other exists,but, more pragmatially, we show that either of these objets an be easily transformed into theother. This means that the role played by IBE in our onstrutions is ruial and not oinidental.Random orales. The proofs supporting the BF-IBE sheme [10℄, and thus ultimately supportingSKIE-OT, are in the random orale model [5℄. The proofs supporting the sheme of [16℄, not beingin the random orale model, are arguably providing better seurity guarantees (f. [11, 31℄). Butproofs in the random orale model do have signi�ant value in pratie (f. [5℄), and one mustweigh what one gives up on provable guarantees against the pratial bene�ts of the new shemes,whih are onsiderable. Furthermore, obtaining an IBE sheme with a proof of seurity avoidingthe random orale model is an open problem, and, hene, by our equivalene result noted above,the same is true for (strongly or not strongly) key-insulated enryption with optimal threshold.Towards pratie. The broad question of whether key-updating enryption ould be pratialan be viewed as having two parts. One is to investigate the pratiality of the model and onept,independently of the ryptographi realization. The other is to �nd e�etive ryptographi real-izations. Our work has addressed only the seond part. It would be naive to think that this alonemakes key-updating enryption pratial, but it is a step towards this end. Given the reognizedimportane of the key-exposure problem, we feel that the researh ommunity should endeavor toassess the potential of new ideas to address it.As to whether the onept as a whole is pratial, it seems too early to tell. Many of theimportant system level questions related to the model have yet to be seriously addressed. As a�nal ontribution of this paper, we point to some of the important issues in Appendix D.Subsequent work. Dan Boneh pointed out that it is possible to onstrut a strongly key-insulatedenryption sheme with optimal threshold starting from Coks's IBE sheme [14℄, but noted thatthis sheme would be less eÆient than SKIE-OT sine Cok's IBE sheme is less eÆient than theBF-IBE sheme.2 De�nitionsWe detail the omponents of a key-updating enryption sheme, and then provide de�nitions forseurity in the omplexity-theoreti or \provable-seurity" framework.We let N = f1; 2; : : :g be the set of positive integers, and if N 2 N then we let [N ℄ = f1; : : : ; Ng.The notation x R S denotes that x is seleted randomly from set S. If A is a possibly randomized5
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algorithm then the notation x R A(a1; a2; : : :) denotes that x is assigned the outome of theexperiment of running A on inputs a1; a2; : : :.2.1 Key-updating enryption shemesThis follows [16℄, whih in turn extended [4℄. A key-updating enryption sheme KUS = (KG;HKU;UKU;En;De) is spei�ed by �ve polynomial-time algorithms whose funtionality is as follows:� The randomized key-generation algorithm KG takes input seurity parameter k and returns(pk;usk0;hsk) where pk is the user publi key, usk0 is the stage 0 user seret key, and hsk isthe master helper key. The user is initialized with pk;usk0 while the helper is initialized withpk;hsk.� At the start of stage i � 1, the helper applies the helper key-update algorithm HKU to i;pk;hskto obtain a stage i helper key hski, whih is then assumed to be onveyed to the user via aseure hannel.� At the start of stage i � 1, the user reeives hski from the helper and then applies the userkey-update algorithm UKU to i;pk;hski;uski�1 to obtain the stage i user seret key uski. Theuser then disards (erases) uski�1.� Anyone an apply the randomized enryption algorithm En to a stage number i, the user publikey pk and message M 2 f0; 1g� to obtain a iphertext C intended for the user to derypt instage i.� In stage i the user an apply the deryption algorithm De to i;pk, its stage i seret key uski,and a iphertext C to obtain either a message M or the speial symbol ? indiating failure.We require that if C was produed by applying the enryption algorithm to i;pk;M thenDe(i;pk;uski; C) = M .2.2 Seurity de�nitionsReaders not familiar with the provable-seurity approah might skip the urrent subsetion andproeed diretly to Setion 3. The de�nitions here will be required only in onjuntion with theseurity proofs of Appendix B.We formalize the notion of a key-updating sheme being (strongly) key insulated with optimalthreshold. This is based on the ideas of [16℄ but we introdue some simpli�ations. For readersfamiliar with [16℄, Appendix C shows that the simpli�ations do not weaken the seurity require-ments.Seurity onsiders two types of attaks, namely attaks on the user and attaks on the helper.In both ases we onsider hosen-iphertext attaks, not just hosen-plaintext attaks.Attaks on the user. The formalization of seurity for the user requires a strong form of privay,namely indistinguishability as per [22, 33℄, in the fae of key-exposure and hosen-iphertext attaks.To de�ne it we onsider the following experiment related to key-updating enryption sheme KUS =(KG;HKU;UKU;En;De), adversary A and seurity parameter k. The key-generation algorithmKG is run on input k to produe (pk;usk0;hsk). Adversary A gets input pk and returns an integerN 2 N spei�ed in unary. A hallenge bit b is hosen at random, and the exeution of A is ontinuedwith A now being provided the following orales:� A deryption orale De(i;pk;uski; �) for eah user stage i = 1; : : : ; N . This models a hosen-iphertext attak.
6
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� A key-exposure orale Exp(�;pk;usk0;hsk) whih the adversary an query with any value i 2 [N ℄of its hoie to get bak the stage i user seret key uski and the stage i helper key hski. Thismodels the ability of the adversary to ompromise any user stage of its hoie. (We make theonservative assumption that when an adversary has ompromised the user in stage i it notonly obtains uski but has ompromised the hannel between user and helper and thus also getshski.)� A left-or-right orale En(�;pk;LR(�; �; b)) [3℄ whih given j 2 [N ℄ and equal length messagesM0;M1 returns a hallenge iphertext C R En(j;pk;Mb).The adversary may query these orales adaptively, in any order it wants, subjet only to therestrition that it make exatly one query to the left-or-right orale. Let j denote the stage numberof this query and let C denote the iphertext returned by the left-or-right orale in response tothis query. Eventually, A outputs a guess bit d and halts. It is said to win if d = b, iphertextC was not queried to De(j;pk;uskj ; �) after it was returned by the left-or-right orale, and j wasnot queried to the key-exposure orale. The adversary's advantage is the probability that it winsminus 1=2, and the key-updating sheme KUS is said to be key insulated with optimal threshold ifthe advantage of any polynomial-time adversary is negligible.We stress that the number of stages N is a random variable depending on the adversary,and that there is no upper bound on the number of user stages that the adversary is allowedto orrupt. This is in ontrast to [16℄ where the total number of stages N , and the maximumnumber t of orrupted stages, are parameters of the sheme �xed in advane. One impliation ofour strengthened requirement is salability. (This is diretly implied by our de�nition and does nothave to be a separate requirement.)Attaks on the helper. Adversary A, given pk, is assumed to have ompromised the helperand thus be in possession of the master helper key hsk. The seurity requirement is that, as longas none of the user stages is ompromised, iphertexts intended for any user stage remain seure.The formalization follows the one above.We onsider the following experiment related to key-updating enryption sheme KUS = (KG;HKU;UKU;En;De), adversary A and seurity parameter k. The key-generation algorithm KG isrun on input k to produe (pk;usk0;hsk). Adversary A gets input pk;hsk, and returns an integerN 2 N spei�ed in unary. A hallenge bit b is hosen at random, and the exeution of A is ontinuedwith A now being provided the deryption orales and a left-or-right orale as above. (But it isnot provided a key-exposure orale.) The adversary may query these orales adaptively, in anyorder it wants, subjet only to the restrition that it make exatly one query to the left-or-rightorale. Let j denote the stage number of this query and let C denote the iphertext returned bythe left-or-right orale in response to this query. Eventually, A outputs a guess bit d and halts. Itis said to win if d = b and iphertext C was not queried to De(j;pk;uskj ; �) after it was returnedby the left-or-right orale. The adversary's advantage is the probability that it wins minus 1=2, andthe key-updating sheme KUS is said to be seure against attaks on the helper if the advantageof any polynomial-time adversary is negligible. The sheme is strongly key insulated with optimalthreshold if it is key insulated with optimal threshold and also seure against attaks on the helper.3 The SKIE-OT shemeOur strongly key-insulated sheme with optimal threshold is based on the Boneh-Franklin (BF)identity-based enryption (IBE) sheme and exploits some algebrai properties of the latter. Inorder to avoid taking the reader through the full BF-IBE sheme, we begin by presenting a simpli�ed7
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abstration of it in whih we detail only a few items that are neessary for our transformation andtreat the rest as \blak boxes." We then show how to build on this to onstrut SKIE-OT. Thissetion onludes with an informal seurity analysis showing that SKIE-OT is strongly key insulatedwith optimal threshold, assuming the BF sheme is a seure IBE sheme under hosen-iphertextattak as per [10℄. Corresponding seurity theorems and proofs are provided in Appendix B.What BF supplies. For our purposes, we an view the BF-IBE sheme as providing us with atriple of algorithms IBES = (IBKG; IBEn; IBDe), where� The key-generation algorithm IBKG takes input seurity parameter k and returns a pair (pk; s)onsisting of a parameter list pk = (q; G ; H; : : :) and a master key s 2 Z�q, where q is a primenumber, G is (the desription of) an additive (yli) group of order q, and H: N ! G � is ahash funtion whose range is the nonzero elements of the group. The \: : :" indiates that theparameter list pk ontains a few other parameters, but for our purpose it does not matter whatthey are, so we do not detail them.3� The randomized enryption algorithm IBEn takes input an identity i whih ould be an arbi-trary integer, the parameter list pk, and a message M 2 f0; 1g� and returns a iphertext .4� A user holding the seret key ibski = s�H(i) 2 G (this denotes the group element H(i) added toitself s times via the group operation) an apply the deryption algorithm IBDe to its identityi, the parameter list pk, the seret key ibski and iphertext  to reover the message M .Disussion of the BF-IBE sheme. The identity i funtions as the publi key of the entityhaving this identity. In the BF-IBE sheme, the seret key ibski = s � H(i) is omputed by atrusted party who holds the master key s, and then given by this party to entity i. The details ofhow enryption and deryption are performed in the IBE sheme are not important for us. Whatwe will exploit is the fat that the seret key ibski is omputed as a linear funtion of the masterkey s, and that the sheme meets the notion of privay against hosen-iphertext attak de�ned in[10℄. Under this notion, an adversary gets to ompromise some number of entities of its hoie andobtain their seret keys, and yet it remains omputationally infeasible to obtain the seret key ofany unompromised entity, or even to obtain partial information about messages enrypted underthat key, all this being under a hosen-iphertext attak. It is shown in [10℄ that this seurity isahieved in the random orale model under the bilinear DH assumption.Our SKIE-OT sheme. The omponent algorithms of our key-updating sheme, KUS = (KG;HKU;UKU;En;De), are depited in Figure 1. Here we briey explain the ideas.We reall that a key-updating enryption sheme that is key insulated with optimal threshold,but not strongly key insulated, an be trivially obtained from any IBE sheme, as indiated in [16℄.The publi key of a user is a parameter list pk = (q; G ;H; : : :) for the IBE sheme. The masterhelper key is the master key s of the IBE sheme. View the stage number i as an identity for theIBE sheme. The user seret key in stage i is ibski = s � H(i), the seret key orresponding toentity i in the IBE sheme. Enryption is then performed as a funtion of i;pk as per the IBEsheme exept that we additionally inlude the value of i in the iphertext. Deryption in stage iuses s �H(i) as the seret key to run the deryption algorithm of the IBE sheme.The weakness of the above sheme is that if the helper is ompromised, then the attaker obtainss and the seurity of all user stages is ompromised. We address this as follows. In our sheme, s3 For a reader familiar with [10℄, we remark that the quantities inlude a prime number p suh that p = 6q � 1, agenerator of G , and some more hash funtions. G is the group of points on an ellipti urve over a �eld of order p.4 The basi version of the BF-IBE sheme only allows enryption of plaintext messages of a spei� length whihis a parameter of the sheme, but via standard hybrid enryption tehniques we may extend the message spae sothat strings of any length may be enrypted. For simpliity we assume this is done here.8
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Algorithm KG(k)(pk; s) R IBKG(k)Parse pk as (q; G ; H; : : :)usk R Zq ; hsk  (s� usk) mod qibsk0  s �H(0) in G ; usk0  (usk; ibsk0)Return (pk;usk0;hsk)
Algorithm UKU(i;pk;hski;uski�1)Parse pk as (q; G ;H; : : :)Parse uski�1 as (usk; ibski�1)ibski  usk �H(i) + hski in Guski  (usk; ibski)Return uskiAlgorithm HKU(i;pk;hsk)Parse pk as (q; G ; H; : : :)hski  hsk �H(i) in GReturn hski Algorithm En(i;pk;M) R IBEn(i;pk;M)C  (i; )Return C Algorithm De(i;pk;uski; C)Parse C as (j; )If j 6= i then return ?Parse uski as (usk; ibski)M  IBDe(i;pk; ibski; )Return MFigure 1: The omponent algorithms of our SKIE-OT sheme KUS = (KG;HKU;UKU;En;De),based on the algorithms IBES = (IBKG; IBEn; IBDe) desribing the Boneh-Franklin IBE sheme.is not held by the helper, but rather split into shares via a one-out-of-two seret-sharing sheme,with one share held by the user and the other by the helper. That is, s � usk+hsk (mod q), wherethe stage i user seret key is uski = (usk; ibski) with ibski = (usk + hsk) � H(i), and the masterhelper key is hsk. Update of the user seret key must be performed without reonstruting s, sineotherwise an adversary ompromising the user at update time ould obtain s and thus ompromiseall stages. We perform update without reonstrution of s by exploiting the fat that for any i, themap x 7! x �H(i) is a homomorphism from the additive group Zq to the additive group G . At thestart of stage i, the helper uses hsk to ompute hski = hsk � H(i) and sends it to the user. Thelatter, holding uski�1 = (usk; ibski�1), sets ibski = usk �H(i) + hski in G . By the homomorphiproperty we haveusk �H(i) + hski = usk �H(i) + hsk �H(i) = (usk + hsk) �H(i) = ibski :The user sets its updated seret key to uski = (usk; ibski) and erases uski�1.Key sizes and osts. The publi key in SKIE-OT (whih is the parameter list of the BF-IBEsheme) onsists of two k-bit primes p; q, where k is the seurity parameter and p = 6q � 1, andtwo elements of G where the latter is an ellipti urve group. In addition, the sheme has severalassoiated publi hash funtions. The sizes of the master helper key, the user seret key for anystage, and the helper key for any stage are all O(k). Enryption in stage i involves performingenryption as per the BF-IBE sheme whih requires two exponentiations, four hash funtionappliations and one Weil-paring omputation [10℄. Deryption requires one exponentiation, threehash funtion appliations and one Weil-paring omputation. As observed in [10℄, the Weil paringan be omputed eÆiently using an algorithm due to Miller [30℄ whose running time is omparableto exponentiation in a prime-order �eld.Seurity of SKIE-OT. Here we present a a very rough analysis whih provides an intuitiveseurity validation of our sheme. In order to highlight the main ideas, we ignore the hosen-iphertext attak apability of the adversary and also fous on key reovery rather than indistin-guishability. These informal arguments are supported by the seurity theorems and proofs pro-vided in Appendix B whih validate SKIE-OT with respet to the full and demanding de�nitions9
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of Setion 2.As per Setion 2 we must onsider two types of attaks, namely attaks on the user and attakson the helper.First, onsider an attak on the user. Sine we wish seurity to hold for the optimal threshold,the adversary is allowed to ompromise all but one stage, meaning it obtains uskj = (usk; ibskj)and hskj = hsk � H(j) for all j 6= i, for some value i of the adversary's hoie. We let s denotethe value (usk + hsk) mod q. The assumed seurity of the BF-IBE sheme tells us that possessionof fibskj : j 6= ig does not ompromise ibski as long as the adversary obtains no additionalinformation regarding the master key s. The onern introdued by our modi�ations is that theadditional information available to the adversary over and above fibskj : j 6= ig, namely usk andfhskj : j 6= ig, an provide useful information about s. We argue that it annot in two steps.First, usk is distributed uniformly and independently of s, and hene by itself is not helpful to theadversary. Seond, hskj is not additional information to an adversary already possessing usk andibskj , beause hskj = ibskj � usk �H(j) in G .Now, onsider an attak on the helper. The adversary obtains hsk. This, however, is distributedindependently of s = (usk + hsk) mod q, and thus an adversary attempting to ompromise theprivay of enryption in some stage i of the user is redued to attempting to ompromise theassumed seure IBE sheme.4 An equivalene resultLet KUS = (KG;HKU;UKU;En;De) be a key-updating sheme. Having obtained pk;usk0;hsk byrunning KG on input k, we know that the user seret keys for stages l = 1; : : : ; j an be omputedbased on the assoiated stage helper keys as follows:For l = 1; : : : ; j do: hskl  HKU(l;pk;hsk) ; uskl  UKU(l;pk;hskl;uskl�1) :We say that key-updating sheme KUS allows random-aess key updates if there is a polynomial-time random-aess user-key-update algorithm RUKU whih takes input i; j;pk;hski;uskj and out-puts uski for any i � 1 and j � 0.5 This is useful for error reovery. Also, it allows the user tomaintain its deryption apability for iphertexts from the past, despite having to erase the seretkey for one stage at the start of the next. It is easy to see that SKIE-OT allows random-aess keyupdates, as do all the shemes in [16℄.Our result is that a (not strongly) key-insulated enryption sheme with optimal threshold thatallows random-aess key updates is essentially the same thing as an identity-based enryptionsheme, in that either of these objets an be easily turned into the other. The following statesit more formally. The de�nition of a seure identity-based enryption sheme used below is from[10℄ and is realled in Appendix A. The theorem is true both for hosen-plaintext attaks andhosen-iphertext attaks, although our formalization only refers to the latter.Theorem 4.1 There exists a seure identity-based enryption sheme if and only if there exists akey-insulated enryption sheme with optimal threshold that allows random-aess key updates.Proof of Theorem 4.1: The proof is onstrutive, showing how either objet is easily transformedinto the other.5 This a somewhat stronger requirement than the one made in [16℄, who replae hski as input to RUKU with avalue hski;j omputed by the helper based on another algorithm that takes inputs i; j; pk; hsk. We have preferred tosimplify the de�nition to require just one algorithm, but the hange makes no di�erene to any results. All knownshemes, both ours and theirs, meet both de�nitions, and Theorem 4.1 is true for both de�nitions.10
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Algorithm IBKG(k)(pk;usk0;hsk) R KG(k)s (usk0;hsk)Return (pk; s) Algorithm IBKI(pk; s; i)Parse s as (usk0;hsk)hski  HKU(i;pk;hsk)ibski  RUKU(i; 0;pk;hski;usk0)Return ibskiAlgorithm IBEn(i;pk;M) En(i;pk;M)Return  Algorithm IBDe(i;pk; ibski; )M  De(i;pk; ibski; )Return MFigure 2: The omponent algorithms of IBE sheme IBES = (IBKG; IBKI; IBEn; IBDe) onstrutedfrom the given key-insulated enryption sheme KUS = (KG;HKU;UKU;En;De) and its random-aess user key-update algorithm RUKU.First assume IBES = (IBKG; IBKI; IBEn; IBDe) is an IBE sheme, spei�ed aording to the formatof Appendix A, and meeting the notion of seurity spei�ed there. We onstrut from it the trivialkey-updating sheme that we have disussed often before. It is easy to see that this is a key-insulatedsheme with optimal threshold that allows random-aess key updates. The novel diretion is theonverse.For the onverse, assume KUS = (KG;HKU;UKU;En;De) is a key-insulated enryption shemewith optimal threshold that allows random-aess key updates, and let RUKU denote the random-aess user key-update algorithm. We now design an IBE sheme IBES = (IBKG; IBKI; IBEn; IBDe).The onstituent algorithms are depited in Figure 2. The idea is that the master seret key of thetrusted party in the IBE sheme ontains both the stage 0 user seret key usk0 and the helper mas-ter key hsk. The entity with identity i is identi�ed with stage i of the user. The trusted authoritywants to issue uski to user i as its seret deryption key. In the absene of extra properties, thetrusted authority ould ompute uski by starting from usk0;hsk and omputing usk1; : : : ;uski inturn via the user key update and helper key update algorithms. This, however, takes time polyno-mial in i, whih is not polynomial time. (The trusted authority of the IBE sheme must issue ibskito i in time polynomial in lg(i) and k where k is the seurity parameter.) This problem is solvedvia the assumption that the key-updating sheme allows random-aess key updates. The trustedauthority an issue a deryption key to i by using the random-aess key-update algorithms to di-retly ompute ibski = uski given usk0;hsk as shown in Figure 2. The enryption and deryptionalgorithms are unhanged.Finally, we have to argue that our onstruted IBE sheme is seure under the assumption that thekey-updating sheme is key insulated with optimal threshold. This is easy, however, and detailsare left to the �nal paper.5 AknowledgmentsWe thank Dan Boneh for his ommuniation regarding a strongly key-insulated enryption shemewith optimal threshold based on Cok's IBE sheme.An earlier version of this paper inluded a desription of a general transform whih took a(not strongly) key-insulated enryption sheme with optimal threshold and a standard enryptionsheme and ombined them to obtain a strongly key-insulated enryption sheme with optimal11
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query. Eventually, A outputs a guess bit d and halts. It is said to win if d = b, iphertext  wasnot queried to IBDe(j;pk; ibskj ; �) after it was returned by the left-or-right orale, and j was notqueried to the key-exposure orale. The adversary's advantage is the probability that it wins minus1=2. The IBE sheme IBES is said to be seure against hosen-iphertext attak if the advantageof any polynomial-time adversary is negligible.B Seurity theorems and proofs for SKIE-OTWe adopt the onvention that the time omplexity of an adversary A is the exeution time of theexperiment used to de�ne the advantage of A, inluding the time taken for key generation andinitializations, and the time taken by the orales to ompute replies to the adversary's queries.This onvention simpli�es onrete seurity onsiderations.The following two theorems show that the advantage of any adversary against the SKIE-OTsheme, performing an attak on the user in the �rst ase, and an attak on the helper in theseond, an be upper bounded by the advantage of a related adversary against the BF-IBE sheme.Theorem B.1 Let A be an adversary of time omplexity T against SKIE-OT, attaking the user.Assume that the adversary ompromises t user stages. Then there exists an adversary B performinga hosen-iphertext attak against the underlying BF-IBE sheme with at least the same advantage.Furthermore, the time omplexity of B is T and the number of entities ompromised by B duringits attak is t.Proof: Let KUS = (KG;HKU;UKU;En;De) be the SKIE-OT sheme and IBES = (IBKG; IBEn;IBDe) be the BF-IBE sheme. We onstrut an adversary B that uses A to perform a hosen-iphertext attak against IBES. Fix k 2 N. The experiment that de�nes the advantage of B beginsby running IBKG(k) to produe (pk; s). On input pk = (q; G ; H; : : :), adversary B randomly seletsan element usk 2 Zq. It then runs A on input pk until A outputs N 2 N, whih B also returns.B is given aess to deryption orales IBDe(i;pk; ibski; �) for i = 1; : : : ; N , a key-exposure oraleExp(�;pk; s), and a left-or-right orale IBEn(�;pk;LR(�; �; b)), where the hallenge bit b was hosenat random. The adversary's goal is to guess b.When the exeution of B proeeds, it ontinues to run A and uses its orales to respond to A'squeries. In response to a query (j; ) to the deryption orale De(i;pk;uski; �), where j 6= i, Breturns ?. In response to a query (j; ) to the deryption orale De(j;pk;uskj ; �), B forwardsthe query to its deryption orale IBDe(j;pk; ibskj ; �) and returns the answer M to A. By thede�nition of algorithm De, in both ases, the answer is exatly what A's deryption orale wouldhave returned. In response to a query i to the key-exposure orale Exp(�;pk;usk0;hsk), B makesthe query i to its key-exposure orale Exp(�;pk; s), obtaining the deryption key ibski = s � H(i).B then sets uski  (usk; ibski) and hski  ibski � usk � H(i) in G , and returns uski as thestage i user seret key and hski as the stage i helper key to A. Sine usk was hosen at random,hski = (s� usk) �H(i), and ibski = usk �H(i) + hski, A's view is idential to its view in the attakagainst KUS. In response to A's query j;M0;M1 to the left-or-right orale En(�;pk;LR(�; �; b)),B forwards the query to its left-or-right orale IBEn(�;pk;LR(�; �; b)), obtaining a iphertext . Itthen sets C  (j; ) and returns this to A. By the de�nition of algorithm En, the answer is exatlywhat A's left-or-right orale would have returned. When A outputs its guess bit d and halts, Breturns d and halts.Sine B simulates A's environment in its attak against KUS perfetly, A behaves as it does thereand B wins as long as A does. By our onventions for measuring time omplexity, the time15
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omplexity of B is T . Furthermore, B makes the same number of queries to its key-exposureorale, ompromising that number of entities, as user stages A ompromises by querying its key-exposure orale. The onlusion follows.Theorem B.2 Let A be an adversary of time omplexity T against SKIE-OT, attaking the helper.Then there exists an adversary B performing a hosen-iphertext attak against the underlying BF-IBE sheme with at least the same advantage. Furthermore, the time omplexity of B is T and thisadversary does not ompromise any entities during its attak.Proof: Let KUS = (KG;HKU;UKU;En;De) be the SKIE-OT sheme and IBES = (IBKG; IBEn;IBDe) be the BF-IBE sheme. We show how to onstrut an adversary B that runs A as asubroutine and performs a hosen-iphertext attak against IBES. Fix k 2 N. The experiment thatde�nes the advantage of B begins by running IBKG(k) to produe (pk; s). Adversary B is giveninput pk = (q; G ; H; : : :). In order to simulate A's environment in its attak against KUS, B mustprovide A with a master helper key orresponding to the publi key pk. To do so, it selets anelement hsk 2 Zq at random. It runs A on input pk;hsk until A outputs N 2 N, whih B alsoreturns. B is then given aess to deryption orales IBDe(i;pk; ibski; �) for i = 1; : : : ; N , a key-exposure orale Exp(�;pk; s), and a left-or-right orale IBEn(�;pk;LR(�; �; b)), where the hallengebit b was hosen at random. The adversary's goal is to guess b.When the exeution of B proeeds, it ontinues to run A and uses its orales to respond to A'squeries. In response to a query (j; ) to the deryption orale De(i;pk;uski; �), where j 6= i, Breturns ?. In response to a query (j; ) to the deryption orale De(j;pk;uskj ; �), B forwardsthe query to its deryption orale IBDe(j;pk; ibskj ; �) and returns the answer M to A. By thede�nition of algorithm De, in both ases, the answer is exatly what A's deryption orale wouldhave returned. In response to A's query j;M0;M1 to the left-or-right orale En(�;pk;LR(�; �; b)),B forwards the query to its left-or-right orale IBEn(�;pk;LR(�; �; b)), obtaining a iphertext . Itthen sets C  (j; ) and returns this to A. By the de�nition of algorithm En, the answer is exatlywhat A's left-or-right orale would have returned. When A outputs its guess bit d and halts, Breturns d and halts.It is easy to see that by the way hsk is hosen and the way B responds to A's orale queries, A'sview is idential to its view in the attak against KUS. Sine the simulation is perfet, A behaves asit does there and B wins as long as A does. Our onventions for measuring time omplexity implythat the time omplexity of B is T . Furthermore, B does not make any queries to its key-exposureorale, i.e., it does not ompromise any entities during its attak. The onlusion follows.From these theorems we an obtain the following seurity result for our SKIE-OT sheme.Corollary B.3 If the BF-IBE sheme is seure against hosen-iphertext attak then the key-updating sheme SKIE-OT is strongly key insulated with optimal threshold.Proof: Let A be an adversary of polynomial time omplexity against SKIE-OT, attaking theuser. Assume that A ompromises all but one stage. Then the adversary given by Theorem B.1also has polynomial time omplexity. The assumption that the BF-IBE sheme is seure againsthosen-iphertext attak implies that its advantage is negligible. Hene the advantage of A isnegligible. This shows that any polynomial-time adversary attaking the user who ompromisesall stages but one has a negligible advantage, whih implies that SKIE-OT is key insulated withoptimal threshold. Similarly, Theorem B.2 implies that SKIE-OT is seure against attaks on thehelper. The onlusion follows immediately. 16
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C On the notions of seurity for key-updating shemesTypes of attaks on the user. In our formulation of attaks on the user presented in Setion 2,an adversary ompromising stage i obtains not only the stage i user seret key uski but also thestage i helper key hski. We onsider this to be appropriate beause in pratie if user stage i isompromised then not only is uski exposed, but one should assume the hannel from helper to useris ompromised for the duration of that stage as well, and thus any ommuniation over it, inludinghski, should be assumed to be available to the adversary. This issue is reognized, but handled alittle di�erently, in [16℄, who separate what we all attaks on the user into \key-exposure attaks,"in whih an adversary ompromising stage i obtains uski, and \key-update attaks," in whih thesame adversary obtains hski. We have lumped the two together both for simpliity and beauseof our ontention that onsideration of seurity against key exposure without seurity against keyupdate is impratial.Note it is assumed that as part of the proess of disovering and ejeting intruders that leadsus to onsider the possibility of seure stages at some point after ompromise, the seure hannel,over whih the helper key for eah stage is ommuniated, is re-established as well.Dodis et. al. [16℄ formalize seurity against key-update attaks by requiring that the informationsent by the helper to the user in stage i be simulatable from the point of view of an adversary thathas ompromised stage i. Instead, we have simply pakaged it into the same framework as key-exposure attaks, asking that an adversary obtaining the information in question still be unableto ompromise enryption in un-ompromised stages. The requirement of [16℄ is stronger, but it ishard to see why one should require it rather than just require the appropriate and natural end-goalof user seurity as we have done. In any ases all known shemes, both ours and theirs, meet theirstronger requirement. For these reasons, oupled with a desire for simpliity, we did not requiresimulatability in the fae of key-update attaks as part of our de�nition.One hallenge bit versus many. The formalization of seurity against attaks on the usergiven in [16℄ provides the adversary with a left-or-right orale [3℄En(�;pk;LR(�; �;b)) where b = (b[1℄; : : : ;b[N ℄) 2 f0; 1gNand N is the total number of stages. A query has the form j;M0;M1 where j 2 [N ℄ and M0are equal-length messages, and in response the orale returns C R En(j;pk;Mb[j℄). On the otherhand, our formalization provides the adversary with a left-or-right orale En(�;pk;LR(�; �; b)) whereb 2 f0; 1g. In response to query j;M0;M1 as above, it returns C R En(j;pk;Mb), but only a singlequery is allowed to the orale. While our formulation is simpler, one might think the resultingseurity requirement is weaker. In fat, the two notions of seurity are equivalent in the sense thata key-updating sheme is seure against attaks on the user under the de�nition of [16℄ if and onlyif it is seure against attaks on the user under our de�nition. This an be proved via a standardhybrid argument. For ompleteness, details will be provided in the �nal paper.D Implementation and system issuesThere are numerous issues that would need to be onsidered with regard to implementing a key-updating system. These issues are in some sense orthogonal to our paper sine they are about themodel and onept of [16℄. We do not have answers to these questions, but we feel it is importantfor the future to at least raise them.Obvious issues are the pratiality of a two-devie setup, and the pratiality of dividing thelifetime of a key into stages, whih implies that the person enrypting will have to be aware of the17
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urrent stage number.An issue that we believe is triky is the seurity of the hannel from the helper to the user. Thekeys sent by the helper to the user annot be sent in the lear. The very de�nition of key-updatingenryption implies that this is inseure, beause then if the adversary has orrupted just one userstage and not the helper, it an use the helper stage keys to ompute user seret keys for allsubsequent stages by applying the key-update algorithms. Dodis et. al. [16℄ are well aware of this,as reeted in their formal seurity model, on whih ours is based. The model does not give theadversary the helper keys for unompromised stages, whih indiates they are assumed to be sentover a seure hannel. The question that we feel needs to be pursued is how this assumption an beimplemented. There might be settings where a seure hannel from helper to user exists naturally,as in the ase where the helper is a smartard. But if the helper is simply some remote devie, thehannel may have to be implemented ryptographially. In that ase, when a user ompromise isdisovered, the hannel should be assumed to be ompromised as well, and a seure hannel mustbe re-established. This may involve distributing new keys to the parties.
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